
Invoice 
OXFORD BIKE WORKS LIMITED 
Sycamores, Station Yard, 
Steventon, Oxon. 
OX13 6RX 
01235 831992 
richard@oxfordbikeworks.co.uk 

Date:8th August 2016 
Tax Date:18.09.2016 

Invoice No: 00278 
Customers: 

Estimated Completion: 18th September 
*To be waived in exchange for an Ambassadorial Role promoting the Oxford Bike Works 
brand and its values in the following ways: 
1) Specifically to show the bike in the course of presentations - most importantly where 

the audience is likely to have the disposable income to afford such bikes(!). 
2) To bring the name Oxford Bike Works to a new audience through Twitter Facebook and 

Instagram.  
3) To generate publicity material for Oxford Bike Works - specifically photos of the bike in 

beautiful and challenging environments. Where possible, during the expedition so that 
they can be used contemporaneously, but also afterwards. 

4) To feature the bike in a pre-expedition kit list 
5) To create a mini video of the bike build/fit process - to be finalised…. 

Payment Terms: 
Please pay in advance by bank transfer. 
Payment details: 

Anna McNuff

anna@annamcnuff.com

Quantity Description Price

1 Expedition Bike Size L £0

1 Expedition Wheelset £208.33

1 Custom colour at cost £60

1 SP PV-8 hub dynamo £120

1 Busch & Muller USB-Werk £70

Total VAT @20% £91.67

Total including VAT £550
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Barclays Bank, Marcham Road, Abingdon. 
Account name: Oxford Bike Works Limited 
Sort Code: 20-01-09 Account no: 63505065 

Specification: 
 Frame:  Reynolds 525 frame size L colour to be decided 
 Rear Mech:  Shimano RD-M591 SGS 
 Front Mech:  Shimano FD-M590 
 Cassette:   Shimano 11-34 
 Shift Levers:  Shimano SL-BS64 
 Chainset:   Shimano FC- M361 Black 175mm cranks 42-32-22  
 Bottom Bracket: Shimano BB-UN55 122.5mm 
 Chain:   KMC X8 
 Wheels:  Shimano Deore hubs, Ryde Sputnik 36h rims. 
 Hub dynamo:  SP PV-8 if required 
 Bk Levers:  Shimano BL-T610 
 Brakes:  Shimano BR-T610 
 Pedals:  Shimano PD-MX80/ PD-M324/Ergotec experimental 
 Clips Straps:  NA 
 Saddle:  NA 
 Seat post:  Humpert 
 Rear rack:  Tubus Tara 
 Low loader:  Tubus Logo 
 Handlebars:  Humpert Ergotec 59cm Black 
 Handlebar Grips: Ergon GP5 
 Bar ends  NA 
 Bar Tape  NA 
 Stem:   Deda 100mm Black 
 Headset:  Cane Creek 40 series Black 
 Mudguards:  Flinger Black 
 Tyres:   Schwalbe Marathon Mondial 26 x 2.00 
 Inner tubes:   Schwalbe 
 Valves:   Schraeder 
 Kickstand:  NA 
 Stickers:  Trad 
 Mirror:   NA 
 Headbadge:  Transfer 
 Front Light:   B&M Luxos U Light/USB charger 
 Rear Light:  NA 
 Front Panniers: NA 
 Rear Panniers: NA 
 Bar Bag:  NA 
 Pump:   NA 

Terms and Conditions 
Guarantees: 
These guarantees apply to the first user only. 

Comfort Guarantee: Under the terms of your comfort guarantee, you are entitled 
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to ask us to replace the following parts if you believe your fit needs to be adjusted. 
Stem (length or angle of inclination), headset spacers up to the top of the fork 
steerer, handlebars (if they are uncut), and seat post. This assumes that the part 
concerned is in ‘as new’ condition, and could be re-used on another new bike. If 
the part concerned is scratched or damaged, a small surcharge may be required. 
We ask that you pay for the return of the part by post if you do not wish to bring 
the bike back to our fitting studio. We will cover the postage of the replacement 
part back to you. If you wish to return your bike to our fitting studio for us to 
change it, you are most welcome to fix an appointment and we will do it for you. 
This guarantee is for the first 12 months of ownership. 
Parts Guarantee: 
The parts on your bike are guaranteed for 2 years from the date of purchase and 
cover defects in manufacture or incorrect fitting. Some parts are specifically 
excluded, including those parts that wear out due to normal use or neglect. Chains 
and chainrings, tyres, brake shoes, loose spokes and other parts that wear out 
quickly because of neglect are not covered. Our liability in this case is limited to 
the cost of the whole bicycle. 
Frame Guarantee: 
The frame is guaranteed for 10 years against failure and rust perforation in normal 
use.  

Failure: This bike is not a mountain bike and should not be subjected to the 
types of shocks that might be expected on bikes with suspension. - ie drops 
of more than 15cm, especially when fully loaded and/or using thin tyres. 
Evidence of abuse will negate this warranty. 
Rust perforation: The frame is powder coated with a covering which is 
capable of resisting the ingress of water provided it is looked after and 
inspected regularly. The internal tubes are protected with Dinitrol spray. The 
frame should be periodically inspected and any nics or chips touched in with 
touch up paint. Corrosion as a result of neglect will not be covered. 

NB: The headbadge and stickers are guaranteed for one year. However we would 
be quite willing to replace transfers out of warranty if it keeps our bikes looking 
nice. 
Replacement of the frame in the event of failure or corrosion perforation shall be 
made where evidence of failure or corrosion perforation can be shown and will be 
limited to the cost of replacing the frame. 

Parts Availability: 
Occasionally some parts become unavailable for long periods of time. We reserve the right 
to substitute items of similar (or greater) value, where there will be no adverse effect on 
function. No surcharge will be made for this. 

Custom Colours: 
Please make sure that you are happy with the choice of colour before ordering, as it is 
impossible to change your mind after the frame has been coated.  

Changing your mind. 
We want you to have exactly the bike that you want, that’s why you probably came to us in 
the first place. If, after your order has been made, you change your mind on specification 
we will change it, provided the bike has not yet been built. From that point onwards a 
reasonable labour charge may be applied for the  disassembly and reassembly of 
components. If the change involves unusual parts or parts that become second hand, we 
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reserve the right to levy a reasonable charge to cover our losses. 

Once a deposit has been paid, we regard this as a firm commitment to buy, and 
components are then purchased on behalf of the customer on the basis of a firm order. If a 
customer wishes to decline a purchase after an order has been made and a deposit paid, 
we reserve the right to deduct reasonable costs from the refund. 

Re-Indexing gears 
Inevitably on a new bike there will be a certain amount of cable stretch leading to a loss of 
indexing. Equally, changes in temperature can also have a similar effect. We are quite 
happy to adjust gears that require it, free of charge during the first year of ownership. Just 
make an appointment in the normal way. 
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